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New Discrete Nutrient Analyser Saves Time, Space and Money
Laboratory instrumentation manufacturer Seal Analytical has launched the 'AQ1' discrete analyser which automatically tests multiple samples in discrete reaction
vessels and is ideal for laboratories with moderate workloads requiring varied tests on different samples and for those that need fast individual results. The AQ1 is
supplied with standard methods to USEPA, ASTM, ISO and other internationally recognised standards for the analysis of a wide variety of parameters including
alkalinity, ammonia, chloride, cyanides, nitrate/nitrite, nitrite, phenolics, ortho phosphate, total phosphorus, silicate, sulphate and total Kjeldahl nitrogen.

PLEASE NOTE: For these files, all links and images
must be supplied in addition to the layout file and
fonts must be supplied or converted to outlines.

Contract Regulations
Advertisers and agencies assume complete liability for all
contents of advertisements printed, and must also accept
responsibility for claims made against the Publisher.

With unattended operation including the ability to run overnight, the AQ1 has all the advantages of discrete analysis – automatic standard preparation, automatic
dilution, automatic method changeover, and low reagent consumption. Interchangeable 60 or 78 position sample trays improve flexibility and with easy-to-use
software, users are able to schedule tests (up to 60 per hour) and specify QC types, limits and corrective actions upon a QC failure. It is also possible to add
further samples after a test run has begun. Highly accurate colorimetric analysis is achieved with 100% optical glass no-flow cuvettes and the maximum
consumption of combined reagents and sample is 500 – 600µL per test.
The reaction times are user programmable from seconds to minutes and all methods have been optimised to ensure that the chemical reaction is brought to
full completion and steady state, which maximises sensitivity and emulates both the Manual and the Segmented Flow Methods. Once the absorbance is read,
the cuvette is thoroughly cleaned, eliminating any carry over or cross contamination.
The AQ1 was designed specifically for the automated analysis of nutrients in water, wastewater, soils, extracts and digests. However, Seal's Stuart Smith said
"The instrument is extremely flexible and reflects our intention to deliver analytical technology that meets every customer's individual needs."
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The Smart Choice for HTS Applications
BioTek's new Synergy™ NEO HTS Multi-Mode Microplate Reader is the smart alternative for today's advanced assays and screening
applications. NEO's robust technology is tailored for smaller cell-based screening assays, and maintains ultra-fast, high performance found
in traditional HTS readers.
Synergy NEO includes multiple parallel detectors to decrease measuring time, and dedicated filter-based optics for live cell assays. Patent
pending Hybrid Technology™ found in Synergy NEO combines filter-based and monochromator-based systems in one compact unit for
increased flexibility, speed and performance.
Additionally, with a plate transfer time of about 6 seconds per plate, NEO's optional integrated plate stacker is the fastest on the market,
allowing increased efficiency and walk-away automation. Powerful, user-friendly Gen5™ Data Analysis Software controls pre-defined or
custom protocol creation, data processing and export flexibility.
Additional adaptations for today's diverse assay requirements includes a powerful 100 mW laser-based excitation source for Alpha® assays,
temperature control to 65°C, and orbital and linear shaking. Unique filter cubes are barcoded for positive filter identification, and a camerabased scanner can read 1D and 2D barcode-labelled plates, thus limiting potential errors and increasing workflow efficiency.
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Video Demonstrates Award Winning Handheld 96-Channel Electronic Pipette
An informative new video* demonstrates many of the features and benefits of the Integra VIAFLO 96 that have enabled labs around
the world to accelerate their workflows.
The Integra VIAFLO 96 is a novel handheld 96-channel electronic pipette that has struck a chord with scientists looking for fast, precise
and easy simultaneous transfer of 96 samples from microplates without the cost of a fully automated system. The VIAFLO 96 was
designed to handle just like a standard handheld pipette - a fact borne out by consistent end user feedback that no special skills or
training are required to operate it. Users immediately benefit from the increased productivity delivered by their VIAFLO 96.
Fast replication or reformatting of 96 and 384 well plates and high precision transferring of reagents, compounds and solutions to or
from microplates is now as easy as pipetting with a standard electronic pipette into a single tube. Four pipetting heads with pipetting
volumes up to 12.5µl, 125µl, 300µl or 1250µl are available for the VIAFLO 96. These pipetting heads are interchangeable within
seconds enabling optimal matching of the available volume range to the application performed.
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-86°C Ultra-Low Upright Freezers

All prices are net of VAT.
Payment due 7 days from date of invoice.

Designed to meet the demanding requirements for scientific and laboratory research, the Norlake -86°C Select™ Ultra-Low upright
freezers feature an advanced engineered design that incorporates the latest in cabinet, refrigeration, temperature control and
monitoring features. This provides energy efficient, convenient, safe and reliable performance for optimal storage temperature
environments necessary for a wide range of life science, pharmacy, biological, medical, clinical, and industrial applications.
Constructed with CFC free polyurethane cabinet and door foam insulation the high-impact, smooth scratch and corrosion resistant
painted exterior and smooth white painted interior, provides attractive appearance and easy to clean surfaces. Multi bulb and door
gaskets provide multiple points of door sealing. This ensures reliable frost resistant performance and enhances energy efficiency.
There are 5 internal storage compartments with 4 heavy duty reinforced stainless steel shelves. Shelves are adjustable in 1 inch
increments. The multi-feed patent pending cold wall evaporator design provides superior refrigerant flow and maximises cooling power
by ensuring the evaporator is always 100% in contact with the freezer wall.
With the Select™ control system features include: advanced digital LCD character display, microprocessor control system with keypad;
audible and visual power failure alarms alarms, 2 product sensors with glycerin bottles, 2 to 10 volt DC output, remote alarm contacts,
door ajar alarm, password protection of set points and factory settings, real time clock, operation diagnostic monitoring of defrost,
compressor and fan, low and high alarm test, event logging and sensor failure alarm.
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The effect of EID on the negatively charged precursor ions has been seen to have a varying degree
of success. EID analysis of [M-H]- for Haloperidol failed to generate any product ions, whereas
compound C produced 11 product ions evenly distributed over a wide mass range. A summary of
EID product ions is given in Table 1, along with comparative CID data. For many of these
compounds there is clearly room for improvement. The compound Cediranib was then chosen for
a set of EID optimisation studies as the [M+H]+ adduct has previously been the focus of an in-depth
EID analysis, generating an impressive 29 product ions by EID compared to 10 by CID. In contrast,
EID of Cediranib [M-H]- generated only 6 product ions with CID much more successful in generating
over 40 product ions, although it must be pointed out, many of these CID product ions differ only
by the one or two hydrogen atoms and are not structurally helpful. This comparison is shown in
Figure 1. The peak at m/z 163 observed in Figure 1a is unique to the EID spectrum and corresponds
to the indole portion of the molecule formed by cleavage of the C-O bond shown inset in Figure
1a. Unique peaks such as this can produce that crucial piece of information, however for each of
the singly charged anions listed in Table 1 CID consistently produced a higher degree of
fragmentation than EID, and often included the peaks observed in the EID product ion spectra,
reversing the trend observed for positive ions [5].

Electron-Induced Dissociation of Anions

Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) has become an integral part of chemical analysis within many industries due to its ability to identify known or
unknown compounds, often at low abundance, and on a rapid time-scale that is compatible with chromatography. A recent addition to this tandem
MS tool-box is a technique called Electron-Induced Dissociation (EID)1. An extension of Electron-Capture Dissociation (ECD) which uses low energy
electrons to fragment multiply charged cations [2] and Electron Detachment Dissociation (EDD) for multiply charged anions [3], EID is the dissociation
of singly charged ions following irradiation with electrons of slightly greater energy than used for ECD. This stems from the very early work by Cody
et al. who brought forth the benefit of Electron Impact Excitation of Ions from Organics (EIEIO) [4].

Earlier this year, we showed that EID was highly beneficial for the dissociation of small positively
charged pharmaceutical-type ions [5]. A comparison between EID and CID demonstrated the
complementary nature of the two dissociation methods, with each technique supplying its own
unique set of spectral peaks, and only a few peaks common to both. Comparison with electron
ionisation (EI) was also drawn, concluding that EID can form a half-way-house resulting in a
product ion spectrum that combines information obtainable from both CID and EI. EID proved
to be particularly advantageous for the analysis of a set of analogous pharmaceutical
compounds, whereby the observation of unique product ions facilitated essential structural
characterisation, unachievable by other MS means. Of particular note was the effect the chargecarrying species has on the product ion spectrum and, in fact, for the molecules studied,
performing EID on [M+H]+, [M+NH4]+, [M+Na]+ and [M+K]+ greatly enhanced the amount of
useful information that could be obtained from any one molecule.

EID [6]. Not to be daunted, our plan was to analyse a set of fifteen compounds by EID to
determine efficacy. The samples chosen cover a reasonable range of chemical classes amenable
to electrospray ionisation. Haloperidol, Raffinose, Reserpine, Sulphamethazine, Tazobactam,
Allura Red (E129), Brilliant Blue (E133) and Sunset Yellow (E110) were purchased from SigmaAldrich. Cediranib plus some un-named compounds, identified here as A, B, C, D, E and F
were kindly provided by AstraZeneca, Macclesfield, UK.
The experimental approach was direct infusion of sample solutions into an ESI FTICR MS
(Thermo Finnigan, Bremen, Germany). This instrument comprises of two mass spectrometers
connected in series. The first is a linear ion trap MS while the second is a FTICR MS. CID was
performed in the linear ion trap with the product ions mass measured in the FTICR MS. EID
was performed in the FTICR MS from precursor ions that were isolated in the linear ion trap.
Further experimental details can be found in Mosely et al. [5]. The main parameters known to
have an effect on EID product ion spectra are the electron energy and the duration of electron
irradiation and so were treated as variables in the hope of optimising EID of negatively charged
precursor ions.

Number of product
ions observed

Compound

EID

Application to Sulphonated Food Dyes
The sulphonated food dyes were observed as both singly and doubly charged anions so a
comparison was made between [M-Na]- and [M-2Na]2-. Results are shown in Figure 3 for Sunset
Yellow. EID analysis of Sunset Yellow [M-Na]- resulted in limited fragmentation, primarily the
neutral loss of sulphur dioxide and sulphur trioxide (Figure 3a). Aside from these terminal
fragmentation sites, cleavage is observed in the centre of the ion from cross-ring cleavage

0

Common
Products
between
EID and CID

In general, like Håkansson et al. [6], we found that for the singly charged anions employed
in this project, CID gave a greater number and more abundant product ions than EID.
However the unique nature of some of the product ions observed following EID renders this
a useful and desirable tool. The wide variation in EID results across the set of compounds
studied warrants further investigation, yet in-roads have been made towards optimising
experimental parameters and thus far an electron energy of 18.8 eV and an irradiation time
of 50 to 60 ms would seem to be a good starting position. As the set of compounds and
compound classes investigated expands we will further our understanding of this technique
and refine optimal parameter details.

We would like to thank the BMSS for funding this project and AstraZeneca for supporting
previous projects that led to this work and for providing some of the chemicals analysed herein.
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Figure 3. EID of (a) [M-Na]- and (b) [M-2Na]2- for Sunset Yellow.

or the cleavage of the N=N bond (Figure 3a inset). Cleavage of the N=N bond was also the
primary fragmentation site for the doubly charged [M-2Na]2- and is accompanied by small
neutral losses from the charge-reduced species, formed by electron detachment, occurring in
the same region of the molecule (Figure 3b inset) indicating this is a very ‘active’ part of the ion.
There is no observed neutral loss of SO2 or SO3 from [M-2Na]2-, however there is very weak
evidence of SO3-. This interesting observation is currently under further investigation. What is
apparent from this data, as with the other dyes, Allura Red and Brilliant Blue, is the larger
number of product ions formed by EDD of the doubly charged precursor ion than EID of the
singly charged, and much improved peak intensities. The same cannot be said for corresponding
CID experiments (Table 1), where a greater number of product ions are generated from the
singly charged species. Of note is the limited number of product ions common to EDD and CID
from the [M-2Na]2- of these three compounds. This ability to maximise information highlights
the importance of using all available technologies to tackle analytical challenges.
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Firstly, alteration of the electron energy was carried out in order to determine whether the quality or
content of the product ion spectra could be improved. An increase in the electron energy from 8.8
eV to 18.8 eV was found to increase the number of product ions from 1 to 6 for Cediranib [M-H]-,
with a slight increase in their relative intensities. Above 18.8 eV there was no increase in the
number of product ions observed and signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of the observed peaks deteriorated.
The default electron energy was therefore set to 18.8 eV. Secondly, a study into the effect of
electron irradiation time was also carried out on Cediranib [M-H]- at two different energy levels; 8.8
eV, where there was only one product ion at 318 m/z and 18.8 eV, the previously determined
optimum value. Both these energy levels have been investigated over a range of electron irradiation
times. For an electron energy of 8.8 eV, increasing the electron irradiation time from 10 ms to 150
ms failed to bring about any additional product ions, however there was a three-fold increase in the
relative intensity of the 318 m/z product ion as shown in Figure 2a. At an electron energy of 18.8
eV, more product ions result, 4 of which are shown in Figure 2b. The product ions generated at
18.8 eV are observed at higher relative intensities at 10 ms than was ever achieved at 8.8 eV. It is
perhaps not unexpected that increased energy is required for the bond cleavages that lead to these
product ions. As the period of electron irradiation is increased, the relative intensity of the product
ions show a sharp initial increase that then levels off or decreases after about 50 ms. The product
ion at 318 m/z shows the greatest response to the alteration of the irradiation time with a 16-fold
increase from the minimum at 10 ms duration to the maximum at 130 ms, but for Cediranib, little
is gained by going beyond 50 ms of electron irradiation. As, during the six-week project, only one
iteration of the optimisation experiments were completed, additional experiments will be performed
to refine the observations made from this data.

Table 1. Summary of product ions generated by EID and CID for each negatively charged
molecular ion. All precursor ions are [M-H]- unless otherwise stated.

A

Figure 1. (a) EID spectrum of Cediranib (inset) at 18.8 eV and 70 ms. (b) CID spectrum with peaks
common with EID labelled. Peak marked * correspond to electronic noise.
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Optimising EID Conditions

Aruna S. Prakash, Eleanor J. Humphrey and Jackie A. Mosely, Department of Chemistry, Durham University

Keen to keep the ball rolling, a BMSS sponsored summer studentship allowed Eleanor
Humphrey to join the group for a six-week period to see whether the same degree of success
could be achieved for anions. It must be said that reports in the literature, following a
metabolite study, suggested this might be a challenge [6]. Håkansson et al. used EID for the
structural characterisation of phosphate containing metabolites. Whilst they found that EID did
result in product ions from the negatively charged precursor ions, CID was found to be far
better for analysing the smaller carbohydrates, producing more extensive fragmentation than
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Figure 2. Relative intensity of product ions with increasing electron irradiation time at electron energy (a) 8.8
eV (b) 18.8 eV
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